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This project critiques and reimagines the materiality of technological objects in western
culture. We repeatedly swipe, hold, tilt, press and tap these screen-based cuboids,
consuming masses of information. We rapidly replace them with newer versions that are
more convenient, faster, sleeker, and slimmer, feeding the relentless culture of
technological production. This estranges us from the objects and detaches us from the
physical materials they are made of, since they have no texture or irregularities, appearing
to exist effortlessly, seemingly without labor and infrastructure. The more our interactions
with the world are mediated by technological objects that intentionally obscure
complexities and skim over the tactility and friction by which we learn, make, engage, and
acquire meaning for each other, the more we drift towards commodification. This culture
reduces the human and their everyday experience to the level of the object. With each
advancement, more of the human body is absent from the interaction, reduced from
bodies to hands to fingers, to activation through voice and non-tactile gestures only. We
are constantly creating animate technological objects, consequently de-animating
ourselves. Through dismantling, making, and videography, I arrive at a series of
speculative technological artifacts. They foster an alternative set of values rooted in
tactility, care, and maintenance, re-animating our bodies.
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